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Executive summary 
– FTSE GEIS offers a robust global equity index framework with the versatility to 

tailor your investment view 

– The series targets coverage of over 99% of the investable market capitalisation and 
includes over 19,000 large, mid, small and micro-cap securities across 49 
developed and emerging markets globally 

– Its modular design simplifies precise targeting by size, country, region, industry and 
style across specific markets and market segments 

– Engage with a rules-based, flexible, unbiased and transparent methodology that 
delivers an inclusive perspective from committees of internal and external experts, 
from a trusted partner whose global index series is tracked by over US$1.9 trillion 
in benchmarked assets 
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FTSE GEIS: Frequently asked questions 

1. What is the scope of FTSE GEIS? 
The foundation for FTSE Russell’s global, regional, country and sector indices is the FTSE Global 
Equity Index Series (GEIS). The series draws from a universe of over 19,000 securities in 49 
different markets and captures more than 99% of the world’s investable market capitalisation. 

It represents every equity and industry relevant to international investors’ needs and has a modular 
structure to provide the maximum breadth of options for choosing benchmarks or structuring 
portfolios: 

– The universe is divided into Developed, Advanced Emerging, and Secondary Emerging 
segments, with indices calculated at a regional, market, and industry level. The FTSE Emerging 
Index is the aggregate of the Advanced and Secondary Emerging markets. 

– Indices are also calculated on a size level, from the all- encompassing FTSE Global Total Cap 
Index (large / mid / small / micro), FTSE Global All Cap Index (large / mid / small) and FTSE All-
World (large / mid) to single-size indices (Large, Mid, Small, Micro). 

The FTSE Global Equity Index Series is: 

Representative: It reflects the investment opportunity set. 

Comprehensive: It seeks exhaustive coverage of the investable universe. 

Investable: Free-float and liquidity screened. 

 
*The FTSE Frontier Index Series is maintained separately from FTSE GEIS. For more information 
please reference the FTSE Frontier Index Series Ground Rules. 

2. How does FTSE Russell manage FTSE GEIS? 
The FTSE Global Equity Index Series targets coverage of over 99% of the global investable 
opportunity set including large, mid, small, and micro-cap companies across both developed and 
emerging markets. 
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FTSE Russell employs a region-relative approach to defining the global investment universe. This 
reduces the influence that some of the world’s largest markets could have on the index’s 
representation of smaller markets. 

Process Overview 

Step 1: Stocks from 49 markets are screened for eligibility, weighted by market capitalisation and 
classified as Developed, Advanced Emerging, Secondary Emerging. 

Step 2: Companies are assigned to a single country based on an assessment of a number of 
factors1. 

Step 3: Companies are grouped according to their FTSE nationality into eight regional universes 
and then ranked in descending order by their total market cap and allocated to large, mid, small or 
micro-cap based on a combination of their regional rank, size and current index membership. Buffer 
zones are also applied to ensure existing constituents are only moved between market capitalisation 
tiers (e.g. from small to mid-cap) when material shifts in size occur. This is a common practice that 
helps mitigate unnecessary turnover. 

Step 4: Investability screens are applied to eliminate stocks considered unavailable to institutional 
investors. 

Step 5: Index weights are determined based on market cap, adjusted for available float and Foreign 
Ownership Restrictions and Minimum Foreign Headroom Requirements. 

The FTSE GEIS ground rules provide details of how the series is managed. This is freely available 
and published on FTSE Russell Indices, Insights & Data | LSEG. 

3. When is FTSE GEIS reviewed? 
An overview of the review process 

Semi-annual review 

At each semi-annual review in March and September, the regional universe of eligible companies is 
established based on data as of the quarter end preceding the review quarter (e.g. for a review in 
September, the data used will be as at closing on the last business day in June). 

Regions 

Asia Pacific ex China ex Japan 

Japan 

China 

Developed Europe 

Emerging Europe 

Latin America 

Middle East & Africa 

North America 

The companies are valued and ranked by full market capitalisation (price*shares in issue) and their 
relevant weights are then calculated - this creates the regional universe. The top 98% of the regional 
universe is selected to become the index universe and investability weights are then assigned to all 
constituents in the index universe in accordance with free float rules. Where there are multiple lines 
of equity capital in a company, all of them are included and priced separately, providing they pass 
index eligibility screens in their own right. Market caps are aggregated when evaluating size index 
membership. 

Each security is tested for liquidity semi-annually in March and September by calculation of its 
monthly median of daily trading volume. The index constituents are then selected for each size 
segment using market cap cut-offs. To reduce turnover, existing and potential constituents are 

 
1 Factors include country of incorporation, country of domicile for tax purposes and location of headquarters. 

https://www.lseg.com/content/dam/ftse-russell/en_us/documents/ground-rules/ftse-global-equity-index-series-ground-rules.pdf
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1ioVDGoEoj6voFtYWKSawX1Sx-N3SgYiqycGhxTyBZAw5Q0yhT3bxRVV0sM-17L8KDY5URKDoN6tq5NzXcFrrJo1Bmk5wk32V2mEv7E-u1g9k5-MjNEvR2R53jmK0MQ3IXeQmsf4Rxm8eParDoOr0JCElrLVXv4no69uzjYgYTqSHF0URq7S89fgRAj7-aKgKC-CliQgpY6qJTUAYCwEHP8MbKjyqog27YNHrHoxeJNlVyj6otByZJkfVN87DkGjtpXT8msLuXKkd9vEwBRrL4ofCBQPvXBnzSCDjBheP3k3bIBhA6opisGYbtnvJbj2U/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lseg.com%2Fen%2Fftse-russell
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subject to a series of ‘buffer zones’ to determine the cut- off points between Large, Mid, Small and 
Micro Cap. 

Quarterly Reviews 

FTSE Russell also undertakes quarterly reviews of FTSE GEIS June and December in respect of 
changes such as IPOs, changes in shares in issue, free float changes and ICB classification 
changes. 

Review effective date 

Implementation of any index review changes will happen after the close of trading on the third Friday 
in March, June, September and December. 

Index changes outside of reviews 

Certain corporate events (e.g. a significant IPO, merger, de-merger or de-listing) will trigger a 
constituent to be added or deleted from an index between reviews. 

4. What security types are available in FTSE GEIS? 
Most publicly-listed companies are eligible for FTSE GEIS and this includes companies whose 
business it is to hold equity and other investments. However, companies classified by the Industrial 
Classification Benchmark (ICB) in Closed End Investments (30204000) and Open End and 
Miscellaneous Investment Vehicles (30205000) are not eligible for inclusion. 

Eligible security types include ordinary and preferred shares listed on a qualifying stock exchange or 
a recognised market. Convertible preference shares and loan stocks are excluded until converted. 

5. What eligible security screens does FTSE GEIS apply? 
Constituents of the FTSE Global Equity Index Series are adjusted for free float and foreign 
ownership limits. Surveillance screens are applied to the securities in accordance with our 
guidelines. Going forward, regulations as part of the Holding Foreign Companies Accountable Act 
may also be applied. 

6. Are there any minimum hurdles on a company’s voting 
rights? 
FTSE Russell solicited feedback from index users and other stakeholders in June 2017 on whether 
FTSE Russell indices should include a minimum hurdle rate for the percentage of a company’s 
voting rights in the hands of non-restricted shareholders. 

Companies assigned a developed market nationality are required to have more than 5% of the 
company’s voting rights in the hands of unrestricted shareholders. This hurdle is applied to all 
standard FTSE Russell Indices. 

7. How does FTSE Russell classify markets? 
FTSE Russell places great importance on applying a transparent, objective and consistent approach 
when determining the market status of markets. Market status is determined by: 

– 22 FTSE Quality-of-Market criteria: 

– 5 market & regulatory environments 
– 7 clearing, settlement & custody markets 
– 9 equity markets 
– 1 foreign exchange market 

https://www.lseg.com/content/dam/ftse-russell/en_us/documents/ground-rules/icb-ground-rules.pdf
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– There is a minimum size and stock requirement for markets to be classified as Developed or 
Emerging 

– As well as the 22 FTSE Quality of Markets criteria, a Gross National Income (GNI - Atlas 
Methodology) rating of ‘High’ is required to attain Developed market status 

The Equity Country Classification process is supported by the FTSE Equity Country Classification 
Advisory Committee and the FTSE Russell Policy Advisory Board, with the final approval of any 
changes provided by the FTSE Russell Index Governance Board. The guiding principles for this 
formal market classification process, along with the FTSE Quality of Markets Matrix against which 
markets are objectively judged and compared, are published on the FTSE Russell Indices, Insights 
& Data | LSEG. 

To further improve transparency, FTSE Russell also publishes a watchlist of markets likely to be 
reclassified, enabling index users to monitor possible upcoming changes. 

8. How often does FTSE Russell review equity market 
classifications and when are changes implemented? 
FTSE Russell FTSE Russell conducts an annual review of all markets included in its global indices 
as well as those being considered for possible inclusion in September, with an Interim Update in 
March. Markets already in the indices are assessed against minimum standards for each category 
and prior to any reclassification or removal are placed on a watchlist. Markets that are currently 
Unclassified are assessed against the minimum standards for each category and if appropriate, will 
be added to the watchlist for possible future inclusion. 

In March and September of each year, FTSE Russell publishes a watchlist of markets being 
monitored for possible promotion or demotion. Further details can be found in the FTSE Russell 
Equity Country Classification Process document. 

9. How does FTSE Russell classify companies to a specific 
industry or sector? 
Constituents within FTSE Russell’s indices are classified according to the Industrial Classification 
Benchmark (ICB), which is a globally recognised standard operated and managed by FTSE Russell 
for categorising companies and securities. The ICB structure enables the comparison of companies 
across four levels of classification: 

– 11 Industries 
– 20 Supersectors 
– 45 Sectors 
– 173 Subsectors 

The ICB classification system allocates companies to the Subsector whose definition closely 
describes the nature of its business as determined from the source of its revenue or the source of 
the majority of its revenue where available. 

10. How does FTSE GEIS define large, mid, small and micro-
cap companies? 
Broadly speaking, FTSE Russell’s approach is to calculate the total market capitalisation of a 
universe of eligible constituents and then apply percentage bands to split constituents into large, 
mid, small, and micro- cap. In simple terms for FTSE GEIS, at the regional review, the top 98% of 
the index universe is selected. This universe is then categorised with the top 70% of the eligible 
universe of companies being classified as Large-cap, the next 20% as Mid-cap and the final 10% as 
Small-cap. Buffers exist between the bandings to ensure that turnover is minimised. A security will 
be included in the Micro-cap Index if it meets the minimum investable market cap threshold, and it is 
ineligible for the other size segments. 

https://secure-web.cisco.com/1ioVDGoEoj6voFtYWKSawX1Sx-N3SgYiqycGhxTyBZAw5Q0yhT3bxRVV0sM-17L8KDY5URKDoN6tq5NzXcFrrJo1Bmk5wk32V2mEv7E-u1g9k5-MjNEvR2R53jmK0MQ3IXeQmsf4Rxm8eParDoOr0JCElrLVXv4no69uzjYgYTqSHF0URq7S89fgRAj7-aKgKC-CliQgpY6qJTUAYCwEHP8MbKjyqog27YNHrHoxeJNlVyj6otByZJkfVN87DkGjtpXT8msLuXKkd9vEwBRrL4ofCBQPvXBnzSCDjBheP3k3bIBhA6opisGYbtnvJbj2U/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lseg.com%2Fen%2Fftse-russell
https://secure-web.cisco.com/1ioVDGoEoj6voFtYWKSawX1Sx-N3SgYiqycGhxTyBZAw5Q0yhT3bxRVV0sM-17L8KDY5URKDoN6tq5NzXcFrrJo1Bmk5wk32V2mEv7E-u1g9k5-MjNEvR2R53jmK0MQ3IXeQmsf4Rxm8eParDoOr0JCElrLVXv4no69uzjYgYTqSHF0URq7S89fgRAj7-aKgKC-CliQgpY6qJTUAYCwEHP8MbKjyqog27YNHrHoxeJNlVyj6otByZJkfVN87DkGjtpXT8msLuXKkd9vEwBRrL4ofCBQPvXBnzSCDjBheP3k3bIBhA6opisGYbtnvJbj2U/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lseg.com%2Fen%2Fftse-russell
https://www.lseg.com/content/dam/ftse-russell/en_us/documents/country-classification/ftse-country-classification-update-2023.pdf
https://www.lseg.com/content/dam/ftse-russell/en_us/documents/country-classification/ftse-country-classification-update-2023.pdf
https://www.lseg.com/content/dam/ftse-russell/en_us/documents/ground-rules/icb-ground-rules.pdf
https://www.lseg.com/en/ftse-russell/industry-classification-benchmark-icb
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11. Are IPOs included in the indices? 
FTSE Russell operates a Fast Entry process for Initial Public Offerings (IPO’s). If other eligibility 
criteria are also met, an IPO will be eligible for Fast Entry if its full market capitalisation is at least the 
full market capitalisation of the smallest company within the top 68% of the index universe in its 
respective region for Large-cap, and within the top 86% of the index universe in its respective region 
for Mid-cap. Eligible companies are included in the index after the close of business on the fifth day 
of trading. IPOs that do not meet the Fast Entry requirements are evaluated for index eligibility at a 
subsequent index review. 

12. What does All-World, All Cap or Total Cap mean? 
There is an All Cap, Large Cap, Mid Cap, Small Cap and Micro Cap index for every country and 
region within FTSE GEIS. The aggregate of the constituents of the Large, Mid and Small Cap 
indices is known as “All-cap”. There is also an aggregate Large and Mid Cap index for every country 
and region within FTSE GEIS (known as the FTSE All-World Index Series). Additionally, the 
aggregate of the constituents of the Large, Mid, Small and Micro Cap indices is known as “Total 
Cap”. 

13. What index return types are available? 
Total, Price, Net, 100% Hedged, and Net Hedged indices are available. 

14. What currencies are the indices calculated in? 
Indices within FTSE GEIS are calculated in USD, GBP, EUR, JPY, AUD, CNY, HKD, CAD. 
Additional currencies may also be available. 

15. When was FTSE GEIS launched and how much history is 
available? 
FTSE GEIS was launched on 22 September 2003. Index history for the FTSE Global All Cap Index 
begins on 31 December 2002. 

The FTSE Global Micro Cap Index and FTSE Global Total Cap Index were launched in March 2018. 
The FTSE All-World Index (Large and Mid Cap) was launched in June 2000. 

16. Where can I find more information on the indices? 
Every index family is described on FTSE Russell Indices, Insights & Data | LSEG and its detailed 
Ground Rules and a selection of recent factsheets are freely available. 

If you have any questions and would like to speak to a client services individual directly, please do not hesitate 
to contact us on the numbers below, or via email at info@ftserussell.com 

Hong Kong + 852 2164 3333 

London + 44 (0) 20 7866 1810 

New York + 1866 551 0617 

Sydney + 1800 653 680 

Tokyo + 81 3 4563 6346 

 

https://secure-web.cisco.com/1ioVDGoEoj6voFtYWKSawX1Sx-N3SgYiqycGhxTyBZAw5Q0yhT3bxRVV0sM-17L8KDY5URKDoN6tq5NzXcFrrJo1Bmk5wk32V2mEv7E-u1g9k5-MjNEvR2R53jmK0MQ3IXeQmsf4Rxm8eParDoOr0JCElrLVXv4no69uzjYgYTqSHF0URq7S89fgRAj7-aKgKC-CliQgpY6qJTUAYCwEHP8MbKjyqog27YNHrHoxeJNlVyj6otByZJkfVN87DkGjtpXT8msLuXKkd9vEwBRrL4ofCBQPvXBnzSCDjBheP3k3bIBhA6opisGYbtnvJbj2U/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lseg.com%2Fen%2Fftse-russell
mailto:info@ftserussell.com


 

 

Disclaimer 
© 2023 London Stock Exchange Group plc and its applicable group undertakings (the “LSE Group”). The LSE Group includes (1) FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”), (2) Frank 
Russell Company (“Russell”), (3) FTSE Global Debt Capital Markets Inc. and FTSE Global Debt Capital Markets Limited (together, “FTSE Canada”), (4) FTSE Fixed Income Europe 
Limited (“FTSE FI Europe”), (5) FTSE Fixed Income LLC (“FTSE FI”), (6) The Yield Book Inc (“YB”) and (7) Beyond Ratings S.A.S. (“BR”). All rights reserved. 
FTSE Russell® is a trading name of FTSE, Russell, FTSE Canada, FTSE FI, FTSE FI Europe, YB and BR. “FTSE®”, “Russell®”, “FTSE Russell®”, “FTSE4Good®”, “ICB®”, “The Yield 
Book®”, “Beyond Ratings®” and all other trademarks and service marks used herein (whether registered or unregistered) are trademarks and/or service marks owned or licensed by 
the applicable member of the LSE Group or their respective licensors and are owned, or used under licence, by FTSE, Russell, FTSE Canada, FTSE FI, FTSE FI Europe, YB or BR. 
FTSE International Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority as a benchmark administrator. 
All information is provided for information purposes only. All information and data contained in this publication is obtained by the LSE Group, from sources believed by it to be accurate 
and reliable. Because of the possibility of human and mechanical error as well as other factors, however, such information and data is provided “as is” without warranty of any kind. No 
member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors make any claim, prediction, warranty or representation whatsoever, expressly, or 
impliedly, either as to the accuracy, timeliness, completeness, merchantability of any information or of results to be obtained from the use of FTSE Russell products, including but not 
limited to indexes, data and analytics, or the fitness or suitability of the FTSE Russell products for any particular purpose to which they might be put. Any representation of historical 
data accessible through FTSE Russell products is provided for information purposes only and is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
No responsibility or liability can be accepted by any member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors for (a) any loss or damage in 
whole or in part caused by, resulting from, or relating to any error (negligent or otherwise) or other circumstance involved in procuring, collecting, compiling, interpreting, analysing, 
editing, transcribing, transmitting, communicating, or delivering any such information or data or from use of this document or links to this document or (b) any direct, indirect, special, 
consequential or incidental damages whatsoever, even if any member of the LSE Group is advised in advance of the possibility of such damages, resulting from the use of, or inability 
to use, such information. 
No member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors provide investment advice and nothing in this document should be taken as 
constituting financial or investment advice. No member of the LSE Group nor their respective directors, officers, employees, partners or licensors make any representation regarding 
the advisability of investing in any asset or whether such investment creates any legal or compliance risks for the investor. A decision to invest in any such asset should not be made in 
reliance on any information herein. Indexes cannot be invested in directly. Inclusion of an asset in an index is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that asset nor confirmation that 
any particular investor may lawfully buy, sell or hold the asset or an index containing the asset. The general information contained in this publication should not be acted upon without 
obtaining specific legal, tax, and investment advice from a licensed professional. 
The information contained in this report should not be considered “research” as defined in recital 28 of the Commission Delegated Directive (EU) 2017/593 of 7 April 2016 
supplementing Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council (“MiFID II”) and is provided for no fee. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only. Index returns shown may not represent the results of the actual 
trading of investable assets. Certain returns shown may reflect back-tested performance. All performance presented prior to the index inception date is back-tested performance. 
Back-tested performance is not actual performance, but is hypothetical. The back-test calculations are based on the same methodology that was in effect when the index was officially 
launched. However, back-tested data may reflect the application of the index methodology with the benefit of hindsight, and the historic calculations of an index may change from 
month to month based on revisions to the underlying economic data used in the calculation of the index. 
This document may contain forward-looking assessments. These are based upon a number of assumptions concerning future conditions that ultimately may prove to be inaccurate. 
Such forward-looking assessments are subject to risks and uncertainties and may be affected by various factors that may cause actual results to differ materially. No member of the 
LSE Group nor their licensors assume any duty to and do not undertake to update forward-looking assessments. 
No part of this information may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, 
without prior written permission of the applicable member of the LSE Group. Use and distribution of the LSE Group data requires a licence from FTSE, Russell, FTSE Canada, FTSE 
FI, FTSE FI Europe, YB, BR and/or their respective licensors. 
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ABOUT FTSE RUSSELL 

FTSE Russell is a leading global provider of index and benchmark solutions, spanning diverse asset classes and investment objectives. As a trusted 
investment partner we help investors make better-informed investment decisions, manage risk, and seize opportunities. 

Market participants look to us for our expertise in developing and managing global index solutions across asset classes. Asset owners, asset 
managers, ETF providers and investment banks choose FTSE Russell solutions to benchmark their investment performance and create investment 
funds, ETFs, structured products, and index-based derivatives. Our clients use our solutions for asset allocation, investment strategy analysis and 
risk management, and value us for our robust governance process and operational integrity. 

For over 35 years we have been at the forefront of driving change for the investor, always innovating to shape the next generation of benchmarks 
and investment solutions that open up new opportunities for the global investment community. 

 

CONTACT US 

To learn more, visit lseg.com/ftse-russell; email info@ftserussell.com; or call your regional Client Service team office: 

EMEA +44 (0) 20 7866 1810 

North America +1 877 503 6437 

Asia-Pacific 

Hong Kong +852 2164 3333 

Tokyo +81 3 6441 1430 

Sydney +61 (0) 2 7228 5659 

 

 

http://lseg.com/en/ftse-russell
mailto:info@ftserussell.com
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